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Credit Strategy – Blockchain Technology

Robust, Cost-effective Applications Key
to Unlocking Blockchain's Potential Credit
Benefits
Blockchain technology, originally created as a platform for the Bitcoin ‘cryptocurrency’,
is now being studied and pursued for applications across various transaction-tracking
contexts. Tangible, fully implemented blockchain applications beyond cryptocurrencies
are some distance away, with a range of hurdles still to be cleared, including developing
solutions to systems compatibility issues and questions around regulatory treatment and
legal enforceability. Nevertheless, the potential to provide efficient, fast, secure, reliable and
auditable transactions is driving investment in this technology.

Applications of blockchain technology go far beyond financial services. In this report,
we identify 25 use cases for the technology that could improve existing processes and
capabilities in sectors ranging from capital markets and trade finance, healthcare and energy,
to government taxation.

Many rated issuers are actively pursuing blockchain technology. Issuers are assessing
ways in which blockchain could be applied in their businesses and are actively developing
‘proofs of concept’. Our survey identifies more than 120 ongoing blockchain projects among
Moody’s-rated issuers – spanning investments and partnerships with start-ups, internal
projects, and industry collaborations – and there are likely many others yet to reach the
public domain.

Regulators’ stance is generally supportive but no definitive view on ultimate
treatment. Regulatory bodies across the globe are monitoring developments and potential
applications, with an eye to encouraging innovation while also upholding their fundamental
mandates, be those financial safety and soundness, consumer and investor protection, or
preserving a competitive marketplace. At the same time, a number of agencies have also
noted the potential for blockchain to help improve regulatory oversight processes.

Credit implications will evolve with the rollout of blockchain technology. As the
technology is deployed in various processes, credit implications for rated issuers will depend
on whether the positives in terms of more streamlined processes and reduced costs outweigh
the negatives in terms of the potential to create competitive pressure from incumbents and
new entrants that improve processes by leveraging blockchain technology.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=1023913
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Blockchain explained
Blockchain, as the name suggests, is a “chain of blocks of encrypted information” that form a database or 'ledger'. Each block can be
thought of as record of some transaction between two-or-more parties, which all have real-time access to the shared database. As
encrypted blocks are added to the chain, it becomes prohibitively expensive to alter the record of a particular transaction because every
block added after that particular block must be unencrypted.

Blockchain arrived on the scene over seven years ago when the bitcoin ‘cryptocurrency’ became available as an alternative payment
system that, among other things, eliminated the need for either a trusted middleman or a centralized institution for payment
transactions (so-called decentralized trust).1 To function as designed, bitcoin requires a transfer process that ensures the sender of
a particular asset is the true owner and has sufficient assets to make the transfer; blockchain serves this function. (see Exhibit 3,
“Overview of blockchain technology”, pages 3 and 4 below). Although bitcoin opened horizons for wider adoption of cryptocurrencies,
that outlook has been clouded by regulatory challenges, currency volatility, questions regarding scalability and instances of illegal use.

However, the new money is on alternative applications of blockchain technology
Whatever the future may hold for cryptocurrencies, the underlying transaction-tracking and certifying technology of blockchain2 holds
considerable promise. Cryptocurrencies can theoretically be deployed as an alternative in “any transaction” where a third party is
currently needed to certify the integrity of the transaction. By sharing a real-time ledger among participants and/or removing third
parties from a transaction, blockchain can increase the speed, affordability, security, reliability and/or auditability of various business
processes within and outside of financial services. The technology holds particular promise for the transfer of assets as well as other
services centered around trust and security.

While blockchain start-ups multiply, large diversified companies are actively assessing the technology. Many blockchain start-ups
are attracting venture capital (VC), increasingly from interested corporate investors. As of mid-July 2016, around 149 bitcoin and
blockchain start-ups had raised aggregate VC investments of more than $1.2 billion (Exhibit 1). In addition, over the first quarter of
2016, blockchain and hybrid companies3 raised more VC investment (84%) than cryptocurrency start-ups (16%), as more ‘pure play’
blockchain start-ups launched and existing cryptocurrency start-ups pivoted toward providing broader blockchain solutions (Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 1

Venture Capital Investment in Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
Start-ups Is Growing Rapidly

Exhibit 2

Pure Play Blockchain Companies Taking Venture Capital Share
from Cryptocurrency Companies

Note: Data includes start-ups focusing on both cryptocurrency and non-cryptocurrency
blockchain technology.
Source: Coindesk, Moody’s Investors Service

Note: Hybrid companies include start-ups focusing on both cryptocurrency and non-
cryptocurrency blockchain technology.
Source: Coindesk, Moody’s Investors Service
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Overview of blockchain technology

Exhibit 3
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Source: Bitcoin.org, Deloitte University, Evry, Bank of England, Moody’s Investors Service

A blockchain can be developed in a public, private or consortium context.4 For each use case an appropriate type should be selected.

» Public or permissionless: a fully decentralized platform that moves data storage and verification away from a single point
of control, is open to everyone in the network and lets anonymous members, without trust established among each other,
participate in the ledger (e.g., bitcoin). Given the absence of trust, consensus methods (e.g., proof-of-work5) generally slow down
the transaction-validation process and use lots of electricity.

» Consortium or hybrid: a partially decentralized platform controlled by a group of pre-selected members that know each other.
Validation by trusted members, is much easier and cheaper compared with permissionless solutions. Such a model may prove
beneficial to a consortium of companies in a similar industry among whom trust is already ensured.
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» Private or permissioned: one centralized organization has write and validation permission to the ledger and authorizes read
access. Under this framework the central organization is empowered to change rules or revert transactions, as needed. As such, this
would work well for company internal databases.

Initially, financial institutions, corporates and governments shied away from blockchain given that its first application, the bitcoin
blockchain, is fully decentralized and allows anyone to transact anonymously without a central authority that can intervene, if needed.
However, the partially decentralized private and consortium solutions each allow for some form of central control, and have attracted
more interest and support since they appear to be more compatible with current legal and regulatory frameworks.

A powerful concept that blockchain technology could leverage is ‘smart contract’ coded protocols; i.e., contracts among several
parties that are self-executing and/or self-enforcing by automatically verifying, executing, and/or enforcing contractual clauses once
predetermined conditions are triggered (Exhibit 4). These protocols could considerably reduce admin costs as they can be executed
bilaterally, while also eliminating uncertainty around the exact terms or the execution process.

Exhibit 4

Schematic Example of a Smart Contract

Source: Tim Swanson, R3, Moody’s Investors Service

Fully implemented blockchain is still some time away
Although market participants are mapping a large and growing landscape for blockchain applications, the tangible territory for
fully implemented blockchain solutions beyond bitcoin is limited and is likely to remain so for up to a decade or longer. Only when
blockchain applications solve real-world problems – providing user-friendly applications with a high level of stability and governance –
will substantial ground be gained, paving the way for further investment and progress.

Blockchain development will need to allow for deliberate, in-depth analysis and testing, as well as the incorporation of the new
technology with existing technology. Many ‘proofs of concept’ of blockchain use cases have been put forward, but the next step will
focus on how to operationalize the technology and integrate it into current processes and systems. Collaboration across companies
and industries would benefit the development of the technology since its highest value will likely be derived from interconnected
networks among different institutions, rather than from closed networks within an institution.

Blockchain will only embed itself in a given industry once solutions have been found for its hurdles (see page 6) and its benefits
are proven to outweigh the additional investment cost required to develop and employ it as a replacement technology. A deep
cost-benefit analysis of each blockchain use case will reveal if blockchain technology makes sense or if alternative technologies
could provide similar benefits in a more cost-efficient manner. Additionally, blockchain technology could be obviated by other new
technologies that becomes available and reach industry-standard status before blockchain reaches scalable viability.
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Weighing blockchain's benefits against key outstanding hurdles
The general advantages that blockchain technology presents are increased speed, reduced cost, and greater security, reliability and
auditability of processes and transactions. However, each of the potential applications of blockchain comes with specific benefits and
drawbacks. The technology is still in its infancy, and successful large-scale blockchain implementations have thus far been limited.
Although numerous theoretical solutions and small-scale proofs of concept show promise, there are many outstanding questions
around system compatibility, regulatory treatment and legal enforceability, among others (Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 5

Blockchain's Key Potential Benefits vs. Outstanding Hurdles

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Potential use cases abound across industries and the official sector
We summarize below 25 illustrative blockchain use cases that show how the technology could potentially improve processes across a wide
variety of industries (Exhibit 6). We discuss a few examples in more detail below and provide more detailed descriptions in Appendix 1 on
page 11. We believe that most of these solutions, if successful, will be built as private and/or consortium blockchains, allowing for some form
of central control.

Financial institutions have been actively participating in the development of blockchain-based solutions (e.g., payments, post-trade
life cycle in capital markets, trade finance) as a means to gain cost efficiencies in times of constrained bank profitability. However,
blockchain has potential applications beyond financial institutions, including for nonfinancial corporates and the official sector.

Exhibit 6

Selected Potential Blockchain Use Cases

Source: Moody's Investors Service

» International payments: current international payment processes, including remittances and foreign exchange transactions, are
slow and expensive, particularly across currencies and national boundaries. A blockchain application could solve some of these
issues, by using digital tokens or currencies.

– Blockchain start-up Ripple (unrated) is actively developing enterprise blockchain solutions for international payments. It
created a payment protocol and exchange network with a much faster consensus method than the bitcoin blockchain and
introduced its own cryptocurrency, the ‘XRP’. In June 2016 Ripple received a virtual currency license in New York.

– Many different large global banks started partnerships with Ripple to improve cross-border payment systems. To date it
has partnered with 12 of the top 50 global banks and has completed over 30 bank blockchain projects. Santander UK (Aa3
Negative/A1 Stable, a3), for example, is testing a new payment app with 6,000 of its staff that enables next-day transfers
between the UK and 21 countries.

– Also, three major Australian banks are testing Ripple’s payment technology. Australia and New Zealand Banking Grp.
Ltd. (ANZ, Aa2/Aa2 Stable, a1) and Westpac Banking Corporation (Aa2/Aa2 Stable, a1) focus on payment tracking, and
Commonwealth Bank of Australia (Aa2/Aa2 Stable, a1) on payment settlement between its different subsidiaries globally.

» Capital markets: blockchain technology could be applied throughout the life cycle of securities (e.g., equity, debt, derivatives,
repos, loans, asset-backed securities) and commodities in the areas of 1) issuance, ownership and trade; 2) post-trade clearing
and settlement; and 3) custody and securities servicing. A shared synchronized blockchain among participants could eliminate the
need to reconcile various independent ledgers and improve process workflows, with a clear view of asset and/or process ownership
throughout the chain, as well as leverage smart contract technology to eliminate some manual processes.

– Nasdaq, Inc. (Baa3 Positive) is actively pursuing blockchain-based capital market solutions. It developed, in collaboration
with blockchain start-up Chain Inc (unrated), a blockchain for trading of shares of pre-IPO private companies on Nasdaq Linq.

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Santander-UK-PLC-credit-rating-9150
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Australia-and-New-Zealand-Banking-Grp-Ltd-credit-rating-77560
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Australia-and-New-Zealand-Banking-Grp-Ltd-credit-rating-77560
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Westpac-Banking-Corporation-credit-rating-88100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Commonwealth-Bank-of-Australia-credit-rating-192835
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Nasdaq-Inc-credit-rating-808653810
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In December 2015 an issuer, namely Chain, successfully transacted a private security to an investor on the Nasdaq’s Linq
blockchain. The ownership record was digitally represented, settlement time reduced significantly and the need for paper
stock certificates was eliminated. Separately, Nasdaq is also developing a blockchain-based shareholder e-voting service for
shareholder meetings of companies listed in Estonia on the Nasdaq’s Tallinn Stock Exchange.

– A collaboration of seven firms successfully executed post-trade life cycle events for North American single-name credit default
swap (CDS) transactions on a permissioned blockchain with smart contracts. The firms include Bank of America Corporation
(Baa1 Stable), Citigroup Inc. (Baa1 Stable), Credit Suisse Group AG (Baa3 Stable), The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation
(DTCC, Aa3 Stable), JPMorgan Chase & Co. (A3 Stable), Markit Ltd. (Ba1 Stable) and blockchain start-up Axoni (unrated). A set
of 85 structured test cases were executed to asses life cycle functionality, integration with external systems, network resiliency
and data privacy.

– ICAP plc (Baa3 Stable) successfully tested Axoni’s blockchain and smart contracts for post-trade operations of bilaterally
executed spot/forward foreign exchange block trades. Using a permissioned blockchain with nine participant nodes, the test
proved that the blockchain is a common golden source of user transactions that enhances data accuracy and transaction
speed, provides a distributed copy to users' local servers, limits visibility of secured messages to permissioned participants only,
and improves reconciliation and operations processes.

– Overstock.com (unrated), though its subsidiary TØ.com (unrated), focuses on issuance of private and public securities on a
blockchain. In June 2015 it issued its own blockchain-based private bond that was further settled and cleared on the TØ.com
blockchain platform. Furthermore, in December 2015 it received SEC approval to issue public securities on a blockchain. Its
blockchain-based stock will, once issued, be traded, settled and recorded entirely on a blockchain.

– Other projects include the patent filing by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (A3 Stable) for its 'SETLcoin' cryptocurrency, which
offers immediate transfer of securities and nearly instantaneous execution and settlement; the demo presentation by UBS
Group AG (Baa2 Stable) of a smart bond built on Ethereum with fully automated payments; and blockchain start-up Digital
Asset Holdings' (unrated) ongoing development of a blockchain to replace the legacy equity security clearing and settlement
system of the Australian Securities Exchange (unrated).

» Trade finance: blockchain technology could automate the still manual trade finance process. Some opportunities include 1)
transforming letters of credit to smart contracts with automated payments; 2) digitizing printed documents, such as bills of lading
and storing them as metadata; and 3) creating a record of ownership in each step. This could result in lower costs, increased
efficiency, improved transparency, reduced risk for fraud and reduced human errors.

– DBS Group Holdings Ltd (Aa2 Negative) and Standard Chartered PLC (A1 Negative) partnered up with Ripple in a blockchain-
based trade finance trial called 'TradeSafe'. In cooperation with Singapore's IT and telecommunication authority, the
'Infocomm Development Authority', they placed 60 mock trade finance invoices on a blockchain.

– IBM (Aa3 Negative) focuses on digitizing supply chain and trade finance processes on a blockchain. It publically presented
its blockchain-based trade finance solution, which aims to improve workflow by digitizing all trade finance documents on a
blockchain, with validation being performed by various participants, such as the import and export banks, the port and customs
authorities, and the logistics companies.

– Barclays Plc (Baa3 Negative) has been collaborating with Wave (unrated), a blockchain start-up that graduated from Barclays'
accelerator program, that focuses on employing a blockchain with 'dematerialized' trade finance bills of lading documentation
(i.e., to set up a completely paperless digital system with no physical records).

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Bank-of-America-Corporation-credit-rating-541000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Citigroup-Inc-credit-rating-343600
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Credit-Suisse-Group-AG-credit-rating-446100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Depository-Trust-Clearing-Corporation-The-credit-rating-823829246
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/JPMorgan-Chase-Co-credit-rating-165000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Markit-Ltd-credit-rating-825108947
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/ICAP-plc-credit-rating-820977021
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Goldman-Sachs-Group-Inc-The-credit-rating-453900
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/UBS-Group-AG-credit-rating-824307053
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/UBS-Group-AG-credit-rating-824307053
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/DBS-Group-Holdings-Ltd-credit-rating-823582117
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Standard-Chartered-PLC-credit-rating-714350
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/International-Business-Machines-Corporation-credit-rating-414000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Barclays-Plc-credit-rating-820549761
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Blockchain's supporters and adopters are increasing
Many issuers are actively assessing blockchain applications
We have identified more than 120 publicly announced blockchain projects covering rated issuers across financial institutions,
nonfinancial corporates and the official sector (see Appendix 2 on page 17). Among these, announcements or media reports, we see
four general approaches to blockchain development, which may be pursued separately or in combination:

» Investments in blockchain-focused start-ups;

» Partnerships with blockchain-focused start-ups;

» Internal projects with or without support from blockchain-focused consultancy and technology firms; and/or

» Industry collaborations among a group of corporations and/or the official sector.

Financial institutions are particularly active in developing blockchain applications to assess potential opportunities and threats.
While we expect that most major financial institutions are running internal blockchain projects that have not reached the public
domain, several have announced investments and partnerships with blockchain start-ups and have joined major blockchain industry
collaboration initiatives. Financial institutions largely focus on leveraging the technology to improve the financial services infrastructure
to their advantage by eliminating back-office redundancies.

Currently, financial institutions maintain their own ledgers that must be reconciled and synchronized with those of other institutions.
The blockchain could be used to create a single ledger shared among institutions, reducing back-office spending. However, tight
margins and cost cutting exercises at many financial institutions might not allow for sufficient investment to explore the full range of
potential applications:

» Blockchain start-up Digital Asset Holdings has focused on building permissioned blockchain solutions in the financial services
industry by linking all participants in a financial transaction to a shared ledger to allow for real-time movement of assets and
improve the overall settlement process. Digital Asset Holdings is a good example of how companies undertake blockchain
development through different channels: 1) it received investment from 15 major financial institutions and consultancies, 2) it
partnered with various major financial institutions to develop specific blockchain solutions, and 3) it joined 'The Hyperledger
Project', an industry collaboration of around 55 large companies that aims to advance blockchain technology for recording and
verifying transactions across industries.

» Another notable blockchain start-up in financial services is R3 (unrated), which is focused on analyzing and testing potential
blockchain applications across financial services. It leads a consortium of over 50 of the world's largest financial institutions in a
diverse range of activities. The consortium fosters blockchain discussions among its members by developing and testing various
proofs of concept for financial transactions, sharing insights from internal blockchain projects and developing common industry
standards. R3 has successfully executed various trials with many of its member banks, including the issuance, secondary trading
and redemption of commercial paper on a blockchain with smart contracts. In April 2016, R3 began working on a distributed ledger
platform 'Corda' to record, manage and synchronize financial agreements between financial institutions, while ensuring that only
parties with a need-to-know can see the data within an agreement.

Corporates, governments and other issuers outside financial services are also actively researching blockchain applications:

» Technology and consultancy firms such as Microsoft Corporation (Aaa Ratings under review for possible downgrade) and IBM have
developed open-source platforms that allow developers to create and test their blockchain applications. This unique open-source
approach will allow Microsoft and IBM to get many innovations developed on their platforms. Several financial institutions and
corporates are leveraging these platforms to build their own blockchain solutions. Additionally, both Microsoft and IBM are also
actively participating in blockchain industry consortia, such as Microsoft in R3 and IBM in the Hyperledger Project.

» Among rated corporates, Philips (Baa1 Stable) established the Philips Blockchain Lab in early 2016, which focuses on developing
blockchain solutions for healthcare. The lab joined Gem Health network, which focuses on developing blockchain applications
and shared infrastructure for healthcare and which was launched by blockchain start-up Gem (unrated) in April 2016. Separately,

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Microsoft-Corporation-credit-rating-698200
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Royal-Philips-NV-credit-rating-600008438
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blockchain start-up Tierion (unrated) revealed in October 2015 that it partnered with Philips on a blockchain-based healthcare
project.

» Estonia (A1 Stable) is a great example of a country that is developing blockchain solutions for the official sector. The Estonian
eHealth Foundation partnered with blockchain company Guardtime (unrated) to develop a blockchain-based healthcare record
system that provides real-time access to and secures over 1 million patient healthcare records. The country is also developing,
in partnership with blockchain start-up Bitnation (unrated), a public notary service on a blockchain that would allow Estonian e-
residents to notarize records, such as birth and marriage certificates and business contracts, among others.

» Some countries have also been actively developing a blockchain-based land title registry system. Honduras (B2 Positive) partnered
with blockchain start-up Factom (unrated) to develop such a system to address issues around corruption in land rights. In Sweden
(Aaa Stable), the Swedish Land Registry started a similar project in partnership with blockchain start-up ChromaWay (unrated)
aimed at tracking all real-estate transactions in the country.

IN REGULATED INDUSTRIES, LARGE COMPANIES HAVE AN EARLY EDGE, BUT PARTNERSHIPS WITH START-UPS ARE LIKELY

Some blockchain start-ups have realized early successes independently. However, we believe that large existing corporations generally
have an edge over start-ups – particularly in regulated industries such as financial services, healthcare and energy – given their large
scale, process knowledge, experience with regulation and/or large IT departments. We expect that successful start-ups in these
industries will partner rather than compete with these large corporations.

Nevertheless, large corporations will depend to some extent on start-ups, given the extensive and unique knowledge of blockchain
technology that these firms can bring to the table and the generally longer lead time large companies require to launch new
technology. Additionally, blockchain expertise is concentrated among a small group of experts, who often work for start-ups. As large
corporations engage start-ups to help implement blockchain technology, the start-ups will not only benefit financially but will also
increase their understanding of different industry processes, which might help some of them to become more competitive over time.

Regulators are keeping an eye on blockchain technology
Blockchain regulation remains in a grey area, creating some uncertainty around its implementation in highly regulated industries.
Discussions on the official sector's role in blockchain innovation are ongoing and views differ. Nevertheless, regulation will play an
important role in the development and ultimate application of blockchain technology.

Large corporations in regulated industries are unlikely to take the risk of rolling out blockchain-based products before regulators have
approved such approaches. The incentives to innovate could also be complicated by the fact that regulators are still learning about the
technology and may have different views on its efficacy.

However, regulators themselves can also derive benefit from blockchain technology, which could help improve regulatory oversight
over transactions. For example, regulators could be provided with access to various blockchains, allowing them to audit individual
transactions and analyze aggregated trends in real-time. Therefore, it is possible that regulators will embrace the technology, once its
uses and capabilities are clear and the industry’s stability and governance is assured.

We understand from conversations with industry experts that regulators, particularly those overseeing financial institutions, are
actively discussing blockchain with large companies and start-ups to better understand the technology and avoid stifling innovation.
Additionally, some regulators have established 'regulatory sandboxes', which allow fintech companies, including blockchain start-ups,
to test their products, services and business models in an environment that does not incur all of the normal regulatory requirements of
engaging in these activities.

Regulators in the UK, Singapore and Australia have been leading the blockchain discussions as part of their broader aim of establishing
fintech hubs. The UK's Financial Conduct Authority and the Monetary Authority of Singapore each announced the set-up of regulatory
sandboxes. Regulators in the UK, Singapore and Australia also have signed agreements with each other to support fintech companies
that enter their markets.

Other regulators are also increasingly participating in the blockchain discussion, including those in the US and the EU, as well as some
global organizations (for examples, see Appendix 3 on page 25).

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Estonia-Government-of-credit-rating-600046984
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Honduras-Government-of-credit-rating-600045239
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Sweden-Government-of-credit-rating-730900
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Appendix 1 - Selected potential blockchain use cases
Below we have summarized 25 possible blockchain use cases. We provided some possible outcomes, though it remains to be seen how
each of them will transform existing processes.

Financial institutions' potential blockchain use cases

» International payments: current international payment processes, including remittances and foreign exchange transactions, are
slow and expensive, particularly across currencies and national boundaries. A blockchain application could solve some of these
issues by using digital tokens or currencies.

– International payments require a number of steps and intermediaries (e.g., central counterparties, correspondent banks, central
banks) in the transaction workflow, each of which slows down the process and takes some fees.

– A blockchain could make the process more efficient by providing a clear view of the workflow through a shared ledger
with a full history of each transaction, eliminating the need for each institution to maintain its own ledger. Additionally,
cryptocurrencies could be leveraged to more quickly transact fiat currencies across the network, with validation being executed
by, for example, banks. Blockchain also reduces the risk of a single-point-of-attack, which was a key concern in recent banking
hacks.

» Capital markets: blockchain technology could be applied throughout the life cycle of securities (e.g., equity, debt, derivatives,
repos, loans, asset-backed securities) and commodities: 1) issuance, ownership and trade, 2) post-trade clearing and settlement,
and 3) custody and securities servicing. The technology could use a shared and synchronized blockchain to eliminate the need to
reconcile various ledgers, improving process workflows and providing a clear view of asset and/or process ownership throughout
the chain, as well as leverage smart contract technology to eliminate some manual processes. However, since existing processes
differ among types of securities, the application of blockchain technology to each type of security should be assessed to ensure
that the benefits outweigh those of existing technologies and justify the necessary investment.

– Primary issuance, ownership registry and trading of securities directly on a blockchain could streamline issuance and transfer
of ownership. For example, a small private company that wants to raise equity through issuance of new shares can sell directly
on a blockchain that matches the issuer with an investor. Subsequently, the security owner could sell its securities in the
secondary market on a blockchain that provides for real-time matching of buyers and sellers. Blockchain technology can
maintain an immutable history of ownership of each security.

– Depending on the extent to which blockchain technology allows for peer-to-peer primary and secondary marketplaces, the role
and associated fees of exchanges, investment banks and brokers could be reduced or eliminated. However, since confidence
in the integrity of securities is essential, the continued involvement of regulated intermediaries in peer-to-peer primary and
secondary marketplaces might be necessary, albeit in a different capacity.

– Post-trade clearing and settlement on a blockchain, could allow for near real-time settlement of transactions, reducing
settlement time and associated risk, counterparty exposures and related risks, and margin/collateral requirements. Additionally,
a shared ledger among the various intermediaries (e.g., broker, clearing house, central security depository) in the post-trade life
cycle of securities could improve maintenance of trading records and eliminate the need for reconciling processes among the
various independent ledgers those intermediaries are currently holding.

– If a blockchain could realize immediate settlement of transactions, there would be no need for central clearing for real-time
cash transactions as the transaction would only be settled if the seller owns the security and the buyer has sufficient cash,
eliminating any credit and liquidity risks associated with a trade. However, if settlement between the cash and the security is
not immediate, the security would still need to be cleared through an intermediary.

– Custody and securities servicing could be improved by leveraging smart contract technology that would allow securities to
automatically execute some corporate actions in a structured format and with a time stamp, such as principal repayments
to bondholders at maturity, coupon payments to bondholders on contractually agreed coupon payment dates, and dividend
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payments to stockholders on the dividend payment date. Currently corporate actions are generally published in textual
announcements and processed by custodian banks. This manual process often leads to data errors.

– Smart contracts could also be leveraged for other securities, such as 1) derivatives that automatically post margin on the
occurrence of a margin call or automatically pay out when a counterparty defaults, 2) syndicated loans with automated
cashflows among lenders, and 3) loans with collateral that is locked (e.g., deactivate private keys) when the borrower misses
payment. For securities that are directly held on a blockchain, the role and associated fees of custodian banks, which currently
hold securities for safekeeping and offer various servicing activities, could reduce. However, it is possible that the role of
custodian banks would simply change, for example, to safekeeping private keys and developing customer-friendly blockchain IT
architecture and interfaces.

– Additionally, some transactions could benefit from improved information sharing among transaction participants. For example,
putting syndicated loans on a blockchain with a smart contract could significantly speed up the workflow, which can take
weeks to settle currently. The lead arranger could program the terms of the loan in a smart contract and then share it with
the other lenders and borrower on the network, which can provide immediate sign-offs if needed. Additionally, it will be
immediately clear which participant is holding up the process.

» Trade finance: blockchain technology could automate the still manual trade finance process by transforming letters of credit to
smart contracts with automated payments, digitizing printed documents such as bills of lading and storing them as metadata, and
creating a record of ownership in each step. This could result in lower costs, increased efficiency, improved transparency, reduced
risk for fraud and reduced human errors.

– The exporter, the importer, their banks, the transportation firm and port authorities all would have access to the shared
blockchain and monitor only those steps relevant to them. Each step in the trade finance process would be a new block on
the blockchain that is validated by the key network validators (e.g., the importer bank uploading the letter of credit, the
transportation firm receiving and delivering the goods, and the port authorities endorsing the bills of lading once goods
have arrived). Once goods are delivered to the importer and all the required steps of the smart contract are completed and
validated, automated payments are executed.

– A blockchain with key trade finance transactions shared among financial institutions could also reduce the risk of fraud.
Currently there is no shared database with approved trade finance transactions allowing traders to request financing from
multiple banks for the same shipment. While the ledger could ensure that contractual terms remain confidential, the
blockchain could store and display the type and amount of goods, bill of lading number, and other data. Other banks could
then verify whether a new trade finance transaction they want to approve has already been approved by another bank. The
visibility of the entire transaction history could further ensure the authenticity of products in the supply chain.

» Regulatory compliance & audit: blockchain technology could simplify reporting via a blockchain transaction database that
allows for real-time interbank reconciliation, reporting, auditing and data sharing with regulators. Smart contracts could send alerts
once internal compliance or external regulatory requirements are breached. Additionally, blockchain technology could require
standard accounting templates among institutions, which would allow for easier comparison and aggregation of financial data
among institutions.

» Anti-money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC) processes on a blockchain could allow banks to share
information among departments and with other banks, reduce the need for duplicated customer-vetting processes and ensure data
security.

– KYC and AML frameworks require banks to verify client identities. This process has various manual steps, involves many
different institutions and is often duplicated among departments and other banks for one and the same customer.

– Blockchain technology could foster a standard KYC and AML data request across the industry, while allowing banks to share
such information among departments and with other banks. Customers could be required to verify their identity in person
the first time they engage with any of the blockchain's member institutions. Subsequently, they would be able to sign KYC
and AML requests with their digital private signature. This would potentially reduce the need for KYC and AML vetting and
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associated compliance costs every time a customer engages in a new product with another bank department or joins a new
bank, while the cryptography can ensure data security.

» Insurance: insurance policies on a blockchain could leverage smart contracts to automatically pay claims once certain conditions,
which are verified by an insurance assessor / trusted third parties, are met. Fraud and claim processing costs could also drop if
instant decisions are made possible on matters that do not require human interpretation (e.g., a flight got canceled as reported by
a verified system, which automatically activates a smart contract to create a claim).

– An example is crop insurance, which insures farmers against a bad harvest due to extreme weather conditions. By leveraging
smart contracts, the farmer could automatically receive an insurance claim payment once the bad weather conditions
stipulated in its insurance policy on the blockchain are met. The bad weather conditions can be measured in real-time by
leveraging data from a trusted third-party weather data provider. However, accuracy and consistency of trigger data remains to
be seen.

– Additionally, blockchain technology could reduce fraudulent claims by placing ownership of expensive insured goods (e.g.,
diamonds) on a blockchain. Once the stolen good is back in circulation or recovered, the blockchain's history could help track
the original owner, reducing the need for insurance companies to pay out related insurance claims.

» Peer-to-peer transactions (e.g., P2P lending, P2P insurance): a blockchain could support peer-to-peer platforms with efficient
administrative processes. Smart contracts could enable guaranteed value transfer once certain conditions are met. This can be
particularly useful for microfinance and micro-insurance in underbanked areas with high mobile phone usage.

– For P2P lending platforms, smart contracts could automate interest and principal payments, while a blockchain could maintain
credit quality indicators for prospective borrowers that can be accessed by lenders in approving loans and setting interest rates.

– For P2P insurance platforms, investors could be linked to premium-paying customers based on particular risk parameters.
Suggested premiums could be set by running historical data though the insurer's risk model. Smart contracts could automate
premium and claim payments.

Corporates' potential blockchain use cases

» Supply chain management: blockchain technology could track each step in a supply chain, highlight real-time process ownership
and automate some process steps with smart contracts.

– A blockchain could track each step in a supply chain and share it with everyone involved in the process in an unmutable
transparent way. This makes it possible to track real-time ownership in each supply chain step and analyze data to optimize
inventories.

– Consumers would have more visibility into the supply chain (e.g., they could see where materials come from and ensure they
receive authentic products), while smart contracts could further automate processes (e.g., goods shipped only once payment is
received, manufacturer automatically buys materials once a preferred price is reached).

» Healthcare: a blockchain of healthcare records could increase data security and privacy, provide doctors with an entire medical
history per patient and increase record ownership for patients. Additionally, treatment processes on a blockchain could improve
medical bill payments.

– A blockchain could store healthcare records (e.g., client-physician communications, disease and treatment information,
vaccination records, medical bills, claims) and reduce, for example, the risk of a single-point-of-failure or -attack at a large
hospital or healthcare insurer. Cryptography would ensure the security of such files, while patients would have better
ownership over their records. Patients would be able to decide with whom they share their records, and they could see who
accessed their data at a given point in time.
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– Additionally, different network participants could be provided with varying degrees of access to the underlying records. For
example, the healthcare records of patients could be shared with a researcher without divulging any patient-specific personal
information, improving medical research while preserving patient privacy.

– Furthermore, a blockchain could provide doctors with a patient's entire medical history, with information on previous diseases,
treatments, and vaccinations, allowing them to make more informed treatment decisions, and patients would be given the
discretion to more easily share their records with other doctors.

– Also the medical bill payment process could be optimized by creating a blockchain among health insurers, hospital billing
departments and patients that reduces the need for verification and reconciliation between ledgers.

» Real estate: blockchain technology could maintain an entire history of property transactions, eliminate fraud and errors in
ownership records and increase the speed of a property transaction process.

– A property blockchain could maintain an entire history of property transactions and ownership records. Fraud, falsifying
ownership or errors in governmental ownership ledgers could be eliminated, while associated costs (e.g., title insurance, notary,
registration and legal fees) and time spent on verifying ownership could be significantly reduced.

– By connecting all participants in a real estate transaction (e.g., seller, buyer, property agents, banks, notaries, property
authority), blockchain could increase the speed of the property transaction process. Smart contracts could replace the current
use of escrow accounts, as the transaction would only be executed once all verification requirements are met. It might also
allow property buyers and sellers to easily access comparative data on property transactions they are interested in.

» Media: digital rights on a blockchain could be managed more effectively and allow for pay-per-usage, while smart contracts could
provide automatic payment distributions.

– A blockchain of digital rights for consumer products (e.g., music, news articles, among others) could ensure that artists
or authors are paid immediately, using smart contracts, once a consumer reads an article or listens to a song, with funds
proportionally distributed as per contractual clauses.

– Given lower transaction costs on a blockchain, micropayments through a blockchain would be more economically viable,
allowing for a pay-per-usage set-up each time an article is read or a song listened to.

» Energy: blockchain technology could support peer-to-peer electricity grids by anonymously matching producers (e.g., house with
solar panels or wind turbines) and consumers and recording any underlying transfer of electricity.

– Each house can be equipped with a smart meter that measures its excess or deficit of electricity, with the data linked to the
blockchain. By sharing electricity locally, transmission distances would become much shorter and electricity losses lower.

Governments' potential blockchain use cases

» Record management: a blockchain for records could provide real-time access to data with the latest time stamp and ownership
status, allowing for secure data-sharing among different institutions and governmental divisions, while it will have to ensure
privacy of confidential information. Records that could be maintained on a blockchain include:

– Ownership records for land and vehicle registration, copyrights, licenses, trademarks and patents;

– Business records for licensing, incorporation, intellectual property, business permits and inspection records; and

– Personal records such as passport, ID card, birth certificate, marriage certificate, divorce records, biometrical data, medical
record, criminal history and permits.

» Identity management: a blockchain could allow users to log into a secure environment using verified digital identities.
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– Identities could be verified once, in person, at a government office leveraging official identification documents (e.g., passport,
ID, drivers license, birth certificate, biometrics). Subsequently, a digital verified identity can be created that the user can use in
various secure online environments.

» Voting: votes on a blockchain could provide a history of signed and time-stamped votes, reduce vote duplication, manipulation or
deletion, and allow for easy audit or vote recount.

– Transparency would be greater given that on a blockchain voting can be viewed by the public and an audit or recount can be
easily executed. Fraud could be detected as all manipulations after the elections would have inappropriate timestamps. Any
blockchain solution would have to ensure that privacy of voters is maintained.

» Taxes: a blockchain with a full history of income and sales transactions could allow for automated tax collection, reducing tax
fraud and the administrative tax burden.

– A central bank could issue a government-backed digital currency on a blockchain that is fixed to the traditional fiat currency
and subject to central bank oversight and control. This would provide an immutable history of money transactions and income.
It could also allow for automated tax collection (e.g., sales, value-added or income taxes). A clear history of transactions could
reduce tax fraud and the administrative tax burden. In a survey by the World Economic Forum, 73% of 800 participants expect
that taxes will be collected for the first time via a blockchain by 2023.6

» Government & non-profit transparency: a blockchain could track the use of government funds or non-profit donations and
reduce associated fraud and corruption.

– The use of government funds or non-profit donations remains subject to a high level of corruption in many jurisdictions. While
reviewing how such funds have been spent has been possible, the trustworthiness of the data has been limited since network
participants can manipulate the underlying data ledger.

– The blockchain’s unmutable record with timestamps can provide real-time publicly visible transparency to the community,
making it easy to find traces of corruption and fraud. Additionally, smart contracts could allow raised money to be spent only
on projects linked to the purpose of the original donation.

– Separately, increased use of cryptocurrencies could help lower transaction costs and foreign exchange fees, supporting
increased international donations and reducing costs for international aid organizations.

» Legislation, compliance & regulatory oversight: some legal contracts could be replaced by coded strings of smart contracts.
Regulatory oversight could be enhanced by providing regulators near real-time data in a more secure manner, with automatic
triggers sending out alerts when a company does not meet certain regulatory requirements.

Cross-industry potential blockchain use cases

» Financial management & accounting: blockchain technology could allow multinational companies to more easily transfer
financial assets among their global offices, allowing for a more optimal use of their working capital. Additionally, a blockchain with
all of a company's transactions could automate parts of the accounting and audit process and reduce related errors.

– Blockchain payment systems could allow multinational companies to move financial assets (e.g., cash) more quickly and
cheaply between geographies and offices. This would optimize their use of working capital, reduce transaction fees and
potential foreign exchange impact, and lessen reliance on costly short-term financing. Additionally, corporate finance
departments could better track share ownership.

– Maintaining all transactions on a blockchain would allow the transactions to be aggregated into financial statements, allowing
for real-time accounting and financial analysis. Cryptography could ensure security of confidential data. It would also make
accounting fraud more difficult since illegal transfers or the deletion of transactions would be visible in the ledger history. This
could allow a much more automated audit process.
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» Shareholders’ voting: blockchain technology can improve vote transparency, reduce vote manipulations and allow for online
voting.

– A blockchain of shareholders' votes can provide a transparent track of votes and simplify the participation of shareholders
not physically in the shareholders' meeting by letting them vote online. Additionally, cryptography could provide a secure
unmutable cast of votes without shareholders being able to falsify their identity or duplicate their votes.

» Record management: a blockchain could provide real-time access to company and/or legal records with the latest time stamp
and ownership status and allow for secure data sharing among institutions, while ensuring privacy of confidential information.

– Various company records (e.g., contracts, employee personal records, business transaction records) could be maintained and
managed in a secure and real-time manner, and relevant data shared with particular employees, internal teams or suppliers
(e.g., health insurer, payroll servicer), as appropriate and necessary. Blockchain technology could avoid fraudulent changes to
records and ensure that only employees could make changes to their personal records, with only selected personnel with the
appropriate authority being able to review, though not edit, such information.

– Blockchain technology could support the approval process and maintenance of legal records by storing legal documents and
required signatures with timestamps. The owner of a legal document is the person with the private key linked to the document,
while other network participants could verify if the document was signed according to legal requirements.

» Cybersecurity: a blockchain reduces the risk of a central-point-of-failure. Additionally, a blockchain could monitor unexpected
router activity and illegal software changes.

– While hackers try to control and manipulate companies’ or governments’ routers, a blockchain could be used to monitor if
any illegal or unexpected changes were applied on the network. Using digital signatures and timestamps, a blockchain can
monitor the integrity of digital assets and detect illegal changes in software and configurations. An additional example is cyber-
protecting national infrastructure from potential hacks.

» Big data: a blockchain can improve the quality and security of big data, reduce the risk of central-point-of-failure and allow for
easy data analysis.

– Data quality would be improved by the use of timestamps and increased visibility of data, which limit the possibility for data
manipulation. Data is secured using cryptography and the decentralized character of the network would reduce the risk of
a central-point-of-failure. Additionally, data on a blockchain can be easily gathered and analyzed as it stores a history of all
transactions and is visible by the entire network.

» Data storage: blockchain technology could allow network nodes to share any available storage capacity on their computers and
ensure data security through cryptography.

– A blockchain for data storage could build up cloud storage, reducing the need to rely on large and costly server farms for
storage. Data storage could leverage the blockchain's cryptography to ensure that only the owner can access/modify its data
using its private key. This allows users to remove confidential data from their devices to avoid cyber theft, while accessing data
from the cloud when needed.

» Internet of Things (IoT): blockchain technology can link smart devices, maintain a ledger with the entire history of smart devices’
data exchanges and leverage the collected data to optimize device usage.

– A blockchain could maintain smart devices’ data exchanges with other devices, the internet and people. Data exchanges could
be secured through the blockchain's cryptography, while reducing the risk of a central-point-of-failure.

– Devices on the network could leverage the collected data on a blockchain to optimize device usage, order required resources
and signal operational problems, while also automatically executing software updates if needed. Various sectors could leverage
IoT data in combination with smart contracts (e.g., activation of insurance claims once IoT sensors measure a defect).
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Appendix 2 - Selected blockchain projects by rated issuers
Exhibit 7

Selected Announced and/or Reportedly Mentioned Blockchain Projects Among Moody's Rated Issuers
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Source: company press releases, Coindesk, other media, CrunchBase, Moody's Investors Service
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Appendix 3 - Selected blockchain support and projects by regulators
Various regulators have been actively participating in the blockchain discussions. In addition to their participation in some of the
blockchain projects discussed in Appendix 2, we highlight some noteworthy examples below.

Regulators in the UK, Singapore and Australia have been leading the public blockchain discussions:

» UK regulators are very supportive to blockchain innovation, with the Bank of England (BoE) and the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) actively assessing the technology, while the UK government published a comprehensive report on blockchain’s
potential and listed various recommendations for action. The BoE called blockchain technology the first attempt at an 'internet
of finance' in September 2014. In May 2016 the FCA opened its regulatory sandbox for firms in the broader fintech space. In June
2016 the BoE launched its fintech accelerator that will support fintech start-ups, including blockchain companies, to innovate
central banking.

» The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) highlighted some benefits of the blockchain and indicated that it will invest in
a blockchain-like record-keeping database. In June 2015 the MAS committed SGD225 million over a five-year period to support
innovation centres and institution-level and industry-wide projects, aiming at creating a fintech hub. The MAS also commited in
April 2016 to set up a regulatory sandbox for fintech firms, while in July 2016 it partnered with IBM and the Singapore Economic
Development Board to launch a Center for Blockchain Innovation.

» The governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) supports blockchain innovation and suggested that regulators globally
should be willing to support innovation.

» Regulators in the UK, Singapore, and Australia have signed agreements to support fintech companies that enter each others'
markets. The UK FCA and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) signed an agreement in April 2016, the UK
FCA and the MAS in May 2016, and the MAS and ASIC in June 2016.

Regulators in the US and the EU are increasingly assessing the technology:

» The European Banking Authority (EBA) released a report on the implications of crypto-technologies on transaction banking and
payments in the coming three years. It noted that these technologies could be leveraged by banks to reduce governance and audit
costs, to provide better products and faster time to market. Separately, the EBA also issued some warnings around the risks for
consumers of using virtual currencies.

» The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), issued a call for information on investments using virtual currencies
and distributed ledger technology in April 2015 and issued a consultation paper on distributed ledger technology in the securities
market in June 2016. It is actively analyzing blockchain technology to assess if a regulatory response is required.

» The US Federal Reserve established a multi-disciplinary working group on fintech innovation that is analyzing distributed ledger
technology and engaging with industry experts. Lael Brainard, a governor of the Federal Reserve, highlighted that regulators should
be prepared to make regulatory adjustments to support blockchain technology, once its safety, integrity and public benefit are
proven.

» The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is closely monitoring the blockchain technology as discussed in speeches in
November 2015 and March 2016. Additionally, in December 2015 it approved Overstock.com's subsidiary, TØ.com, to issue and
sell securities on a blockchain. Later that month it also asked for public comments on the use of blockchain technology by transfer
agents and how the technology fits within federal securities legislation and regulation.

» The US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is researching blockchain for derivatives and wants regulators globally
to publish guiding blockchain principles rather than heavily regulate it. CFTC commissioner Christopher Giancarlo has argued
during several speeches that if accurate real-time blockchain records of all Lehman Brothers' transactions had been available in
2008, prudential regulators could have reacted quicker to recognize abnormal trade activity and address the bank's deteriorating
creditworthiness. Additionally, even if the bank would have failed, it would have been much easier and quicker to settle any open
positions and accounts post the bank's bankruptcy.
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» The US Financial Stability Oversight Committee (FSOC) recommends regulators to monitor rapidly growing technology such
as blockchain, assess how it could affect regulated entities and financial markets, and ensure financial stability in maintained.
Additionally, it suggests that coordination among regulators will be necessary to effectively identify and address risks associated
with blockchain technology.

» The State of Delaware (Aaa Stable), which is the legal home to 66% of Fortune 500 companies and 85% of US initial public
offerings,7 announced in May 2016 that it established the 'Delaware Blockchain Initiative', aiming to encourage the development
of blockchain and smart contract technologies by Delaware-incorporated businesses. The state intends on creating a regulatory
and legal environment that supports innovation and welcomes blockchain start-ups to locate in the state. As an example the state
plans on clarifying its corporate law to create a supportive environment for shares of Delaware corporations on a blockchain.

» The House and Senate of the State of Vermont (Aaa Stable) passed a bill that would allow courts to recognize blockchain data if
certain conditions are met. If the governor signs the bill, it will be transposed into law.

Other regulators, as well as some global organizations, are also increasingly participating in the blockchain debate:

» The Financial Stability Board (FSB) will assess distributed ledger technology to ensure that the global regulatory framework can
manage systemic risks stemming from the technology without suppressing any innovation.

» The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), a global standard setter in the securities industry, will
assist global securities regulators in collaborating on blockchain projects.

» Abu Dhabi's Financial Services Regulatory Authority issued a consultation paper on its plans to set up a regulatory sandbox,
called 'Regulatory Laboratory', for fintech firms, including blockchain technology firms. The sandbox would provide a safe
environment with controlled boundaries, allowing start-ups to test and develop, for up to two years, new technologies without
being subject to normal regulatory requirements.

» The Dutch central banks, De Nederlandsche Bank, reportedly announced that it is setting up a blockchain campus where
financial institutions can collaborate on blockchain projects to improve communication and coordination among industry players.
Additionally, it is experimenting with the application of blockchain in various aspects of financial services.

» Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, among other regulators, is monitoring developments related to
blockchain and discussing potential supervisory problems with blockchain experts, market participants and other supervisors.

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Delaware-State-of-credit-rating-600024218
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Vermont-State-of-credit-rating-600005989
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Moody's related research

» Financial Institutions - Global: Fintech Transforms Competitive Landscape, but Unlikely to Displace Banks' Central Role, May 2016
(1023176)

» Insurance - Global: As Technology Transforms Landscape, Innovative Insurers Have Competitive Edge, June 2016 (1018145)

» Asset Management - Global: Digital Adaptation Shapes Tomorrow's Asset Managers, May 2016 (1027563)

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
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Endnotes
1 See Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin.org, November 2008

2 In this report 'blockchain' refers to the broader distributed ledger technology rather than just the bitcoin blockchain

3 Hybrid companies focus on both cryptocurrency and non-cryptocurrency blockchain solutions

4 See On Public and Private Blockchains, Ethereum, August 2015

5 Proof-of-work is a consensus method that requires a node to solve a difficult mathematical problem to ensure the validity of a new block that he wants to
add. It is generally difficult to create though easy to verify by other network nodes

6 See Survey Report: Deep Shift Technology Tipping Points and Societal Impact, World Economic Forum, September 2015

7 See Governor Markell Launches Delaware Blockchain Initiative, May 2016

https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://blog.ethereum.org/2015/08/07/on-public-and-private-blockchains/
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GAC15_Technological_Tipping_Points_report_2015.pdf
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/governor-markell-launches-delaware-blockchain-initiative-300260672.html
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